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INTRODUCTION
Using usual computer arithmeticand approximations, errorsin numbers will
grow, and oftensurprisingly quickly. A method tostore and use numberswhich
has no error would be ahelp to anyone doingnumerical computation. Failing
that, it would be advantageousto have a system whichadds less error than the
usual computer arithmeticoperations do.
There are methods of storingnumbers exactly. However,these methods are
often cumbersome. Theyrequire relatively large amountsof storage space, and
they increase computationalcomplexity. These sorts ofsolutions are impractical
for computations which use alarge amount of storage space, orwhose algorithms
innately require a lot of time to run.
Therefore, what is needed is asystem of doingarithmetic which doesn't
take an impractical amountof time, uses storage spacesimilar to the normal
representation for computernumbers, and decreases the amountof error in the
computation. A study ofvaluation theory will showthe methods of measur-
ing error, and whichvaluations can decrease error.It will lead to the p-adic
valuations, which will resultin a method that canreduce error in computation.
This p-adic representationfor numbers is surprisingly easyto program.
Many of the operations turn outto be nearly the same astheir floating-point
counterparts. I have written acomputer package whichrepresents 2-adic num-
bers, and includes thearithmetic on them. Thesenumbers can be used as a
standard computer data type,and will give greatlyreduced error, or no error,
for some computations.2
VALUATION THEORY
To determine how big the error isin a calculation, it is important tode-
termine how big numbers are ingeneral. The usual method of doingthis is the
absolute value. Valuation Theorystudies a generalization of the absolutevalue,
and its general properties will helpin the study of errors.
DEFINITION: A valuation on a field F is afunction 0 from F into the real
numbers R such that
(i) 0(a) > 0 VaE F and0(a) = 0 <> a = 0
(ii) c6(ab)=cb(a)¢(b)
(iii) 0(a b)50(a)+0(b).
Note that the function ¢(a) 'al isa valuation forthe field of rational
numbers Q, and for R. Inaddition, the function 0 defined by 0(0) = 0and
0(a) = 1 if a0 is also a valuation, called thetrivial valuation.
In computers, real numbers aregenerally stored as an approximatedrational
number, usually a rational numberwith a power of 2 as a denominator.Addi-
tionally, they are stored in a floatingpoint format, which means that forlarge
numbers, only the digits toward thehigher places are kept as significant.This
approximation causes error, andarithmetic on these numbers willincrease the
error.
For instance, suppose the realnumbers r and s are approximated bythe
rational numbers r and s. Supposealso that each approximation is within Eof
the original number, i.e., ¢(rf) < E and 0(3< e, where e is a smallpositive
number. Then the approximate sumwill be F +,-4, and the error in theresult will
be
ch((r + s) 0((r77.) + (sg)) < (/).(r77.) + O(sg) 5 2e.3
Thus, the possible error hasdoubled. Similarly, inmultiplication, the error is
ch(rs7'g)0(s(r+1'(sg)) 5- 4O(s)0(r+ 0(00(s< (0(s) + OM).
This can potentially lead to alarge amount of error.
We would like to determineall possible valuations onthe rational numbers,
to see if there are anyvaluations which give less error.In particular, a lower
bound on the sum of twonumbers would decreasepotential error accumulation.
To determine all rationalvaluations, some properties ofvaluations and additional
definitions will be helpful. Ingeneral for any valuation,
0(1) = 0(11)=0(1)0(1)
= ¢( -11)=0(-1)0(-1)
so that 0(1) =0(-1) = 1. From this comesthat0( a) = 0(a)and0(a
0(a) +q(b). Call the absolute valuevaluation on the rationalnumbers cboo, so
that0,0(a) = lal.Similarly, call the trivial valuation onthe rationals 00.
DEFINITION: Two valuations0and0areequivalentif
0 = 0P
for some real number p >0.
The trivial valuation isonly equivalent to itself,since OP = 0 and 1P = 1 for
any positive p.
Lemma 1. Equivalenceof valuations is anequivalence relation.
Proof: 0 = 01, so 0 isequivalent to itself.If 0 = OP, then 0 =0;,and
> 0, so equivalenceis symmetric. Also, if .0 =0P1 and 0 = OP2, then 0 =opip2.
The property of equivalenceis transitive. Q. E. D.4
DEFINITION: A valuation is callednon-archimedean if
0(ab) <max-10(a),0(b)}
for all a,b E F. The valuation is calledarchimedean otherwise.
The trivial valuation is non archimedean.The p-adic valuationsOpon Q
are alsonon-archimedean, as defined below.
DEFINITION: The p-adic valuation for aprime p on Q is defined asOp(p) =
p' and 0p(q) = 1 for q prime and not equalto p. The valuation on the rest of
the rationals is defined by uniquefactorization of integers, and the multiplicative
property a valuation needs.
Lemma 2. Ifis an archimedean valuation and zi)is a non-archimedean valu-
ation, thenandare not equivalent.
Proof: Since 0 is archimedean, there are twoelements m and n such that
0(mn)> max{0(m), 0(1)1.One of 0(m) and0(n)must be larger. Without
loss of generality, we may assumethat0(n) >0(m). Thus,
0(n)0(+ 1) > 0(7)max{°(m)
0(n)
,1}= 0(n),
so that cb(ii + 1) > 1.However, -1!, is non-archimedean, so
11)(mn) < max{-0(m), On*
or
1) < maxttp(m ),11= 1,
assuming ci5 and 0, are equivalent (sothat v''(in) < 7/,(n)). If the two areequivalent,
then 0(mn) = +no) for some positive real p.Since one value is
greater than one, and theother is not, there is no positivereal number p which
accomplishes this. Thus, the twovaluations are not equivalent. Q. E. D.5
Note that since 000(2) =0,0(1 + 1) = 2 > 1 =max{0,,(1), 0,,(1)},
is archimedean, so that 0,,is not equivalent to thep-adic valuation Op for any
prime p.
Lemma 3. Op is equivalent tocbq if and only if p = q.
Proof: If p = q, it is trivially truethat the two valuations areequivalent. If
Op is equivalent to 0q, thenthere is some positive p suchthat cbc, = 0q. Thus, in
particular, Op(p)P0q(p). However, if qp, then 0q(p) =1p-P = Op(p)P,
contradicting that the valuations areequivalent. Hence, q must equal p.Q. E. D.
Lemma 4. If a, b and c arereal numbers such that en < a +nb for all n, then
c < 1.
Proof: If c > 1, then n(c1) > a and n-2 1 (c1)2 > b for some sufficiently
large n, so that
cn > (c1)n > 1n (c -1) +(2)(c1)2 > a + nb.
Thus, by way of contradiction, c< 1. Q. E. D.
Lemma 5. If 0(m 1) < 1for all positive integers m,then c4, is non-archimedean.
Proof: Let x be any elementof F such that cb(x) < 1.Then
(0(x +1)). =(:)
i =O
ri
z) < E(n.)1). (0(x)), 5 (n+1). sup10(m. 1)1
mEZ+
1=0
since (7) is a positive integer,and 6( x) < 1. Also, sincethe sup term above equals
1 by the assumption,then by Lemma 4, 0(x +1) < 1. Now, choose x and yin
F. Without loss ofgenerality, we may assume that0,(x) < 0(y). So, 0(xy) =
0(y)0(Iy- + 1) 5 0(y), since) 5 1, so that 0(xy) < max{0(x), 0(y)}, or0
is non-archimedean.Q. E. D.
Note that this also saysthat if 0 is archimedean,then 0(rn 1) > 1 for some
positive integer in.6
Theorem 6. Any non-trivialvaluation of Q is equivalent toexactly one of 0,,
or Op for someprime p.
Proof: (This proof, as well asthe proofs for Lemmas 2 and 5, weremodified from
proofs in End ler [2] .)
Case 1: Suppose a valuation0 is non-trivial andnon-archimedean on Q.
Then, by Lemma 2, 0 is notequivalent to 0,0. By Lemma 3,if 0 is equivalent
to any Op, then it isequivalent to only one such valuation.
Let I = {a E ZIO(a) < 1}, where Z indicates the integers.Let i,j E I and
r E Z. Then
0(ij)max{0(), OW} < 1,
so that I is asubgroup of Z under addition.ri is the sum of r copiesof i, so
that O(ri) = 0(ii ++ i) < max{0(i), 0(0,,0(i)} < 1. Therefore, I is an
ideal of Z.
O(n) = 0(1 + 1 ++ 1) < max{1, 1, ,1} = 1 for any n E Z+. Suppose
I = {0}. Then O(n) = 1for all n (by definition ofI), so 0(n-1) = 1 for all n, so
that
O(a)
b o(b)
for all non-zero fractionsfk.Thus, 0 is the trivial valuation onQ. By way of
contradiction, I{0}.
Suppose that a, b E Z suchthat ab E I. Then O(ab) < 1, orO(a)0(b) < 1. If
both O(a) and O(b) are greaterthan or equal to 1, then theirproduct must also
be, hence one of 0(a) andO(b) must be less than 1.Thus, either a or b is in I,
so that Iis a prime ideal, or I =pZ for some prime p.
p E I = pZ, so0< o(p)< 1. Thus.there is some positive realnumber p
such that cb(p) = p-o =(o(p))P. Also note that if n EZ \/, then 0(n) > 1. But
it has been previouslyshown that 6(n) < 1 for anyinteger, so that 0(Z \ /) ={1}.7
By definition of Op, Or,(n) = 1for any n not divisible by p.Now, any integer
can be written asmpk,where p does not divide M.0(mpk) = 0(m)(0(p))k =
(Op(m))P(Op(p))Pk, so0 and 0c are identical on theintegers. Since 0(6) =
the two must also match onall the rationals. Hence, 0 isequivalent to Op.
Case 2: Suppose a valuation ¢ isnon-trivial and archimedean on Q.Then,
by Lemma 2, 0 is not equivalent to anyOp, since they are non-archimedean.
For all integers m > 1, n > 1and t > 1 there is some integer s> 0 and
ao,, a3E {0,, n1} such that a30 and mt = a0 + aln ++ a,ns.
Thus, mt > n' , so s < t log(mlog(n), and so
S
(0(i71))' 0(cti)0(")Z < n
i=0 i=0
t1) (max{1,(0(n)))1217": . < n (s1) max{1, 0(n)5 n(
log m
log
Note that this uses 0(ai) < a(true by ai < n and the triangleinequality), and
that each0()is less than either 1 or 0(n)3,depending on whether 0(n) < 1 or
not. By Lemma 4, thisimplies that
0(m)
log m< 1,
max{1, (0(0) log° }
or that 0(m) <max{1, (0(n)) log- 1.
Assume ¢(n) < 1 for some integer n.Then by the above statement,0(m) <
1 for all positive integers m,and by Lemma 5, that means 0is non-archimedean.
By contradiction, cb(n) mustbe bigger than 1 for all n > 1.Therefore, by the
log ,n
above,0(m) < (0(n)) iog,=,or
(0(ru))i°'" < (0(
1
)) log n
Since this holds true for everyinteger greater than 1, in particularit holds for
both in < a and m > a, sothat( 0(in))10g1is constant forall m > 1, or,8
since 0(m) is positive, there is some psuch that(0(m))Thi= eP forall m > 1.
Because 0 is archimedean, 0(m) >1 for some m, so p is positive.
Therefore
0(771) == 00(m)
p
for all integers greater than I.This is also true for m E0,1, since 0(0) =
0, 0(1) = 1. So 0(m) =(0,0(m))P for 41 non-negativeintegers and hence, by
multiplication, is true for negativeintegers, and all rational numbers.Thus, 0
and,, areequivalent valuations on Q.Q. E. D.
Therefore, all valuations on Q areequivalent to either the trivialvaluation,
the standard absolute value, or oneof the p-adic valuations. Ifvaluation theory
is to help us find a valuation toreduce error, then one of these mustbe used.
The standard absolutevalue gives us the representation wehave been using,
so that will notdecrease error. The trivialvaluation gives an error of 0 ifthe
"approximation" is exactly correct,and 1 otherwise. It can beused to note of
the answer is exact, but notfor any sort of approximation.The only hope of
getting a better valuationfor approximations lies inusing a p-adic valuation.9
P-ADIC VALUATIONS
To help eliminate error incomputation using valuationtheory, what is left
to look at are thep-adic valuations. Do thesevaluations actually reduceerror?
Since all p-adic valuationsfunction in the same way, wewill fix a prime p for
the rest of this section.Recall from previous workthat, given two real numbers
r and s,and their rationalapproximations f- and s, within an errorestimate of
e, the error onaddition, 1(r + s) + :9)1, is less than2e. Also, the error in
multiplication was (18) +171).
However, given a p-adicvaluation, the error turns outdifferently. Using the
sameapproximations, with 6p(r < e and Op(8:4) < E, for some e < 1,
Opqrs) ..;)) =- op((7--)(sg)) < max{Op(r Op(s:§)} 5 E.
So, for addition, the amountof error in the sum is no worsethan the original
error. Inmultiplication,
op(rs Op(s(r + S)) < emax{Op(8),Op(01,
so that the errorestimate in multiplicationis less than it was in theoriginal case.
What is needed now is a way torepresent numbersp-adically. This can be
done by defining a metric onthe rational numbers Q,based on a p-adic valuation,
and using that to define acompletion of the rationalnumbers. Define a metric
d: Q x QR by d(x, y) = Op( xy). This is a metricsince
(i) d(x, y) = 0 <> x = y,
(ii) d(x,y) = d(y, x), and
d(x,z) < d(x, y)d(y, z).
This construction canbe clone for anyvaluation, not just a p-adic or non-
archimedean one.10
Next, we need to define the completionof the rational numbers. Define a
relation ti on the set of Cauchysequences1 of rational numbers by ab if and
only if d(ai,bi) 4 0 as i + co.d(ai,ai) = 0 for all i, so ti is reflexive,and
d(ai, bi) = d(bi, ai), since Op(x) =cbp(x), so that ti is symmetric. Alsonotice
that d(ai, ci) < d(ai,bi)d(bi, ci), so that if d(ai,bi) and d(bi,ci) both approach
zero, then their sum mustalso, so that ti is transitive, or anequivalence relation.
Thus, the set of equivalence classes canbe treated as a set of numbers. Callthis
set Qp. This is the completionof the rationals using the p-adicvaluation, instead
of the standard absolute value.In contrast, doing this samecompletion using
the standard absolute value givesR.
If q is a rational number, thenthe equivalence class of the constant se-
quence {q, q, q, ..} is an element of Qp. Constant rational sequences arealways
a positive distanceapart, so no two constantrational sequences are equivalent
to each other in this equivalencerelation. Arithmetic is defined term-wise onthe
sequences, so thatthe set of equivalence classes of constant sequencesis isomor-
phic to the rational numbers. Thusthe field of p-adic numbers has asubfield
isomorphic to Q. In fact, this set isdense in Qp, since Qp completes Q.
This new set Qp forms a field,and the valuation Op can be extended tothat
field in the following way: If{a} is a Cauchy sequence, then
Op(an) = op(arn + (anam)) < max{Op(am),Op(anam)} = Op(am)
for m, n > N for some N.Similarly,
Op(am) = Op(a, + (ama)) < max{Op(a ), Op(a,an)} = cbp(an)
so that, for someN, if in, n > N, thenop(a,) =Op(a), or the sequence's terms
eventually have some constant valuationp-adically. This constant value is the
1 A sequence Ixo, x 1, x,, is a Cauchy sequence if andonly if for every
> 0 there is some Nsuch that for all in,n > N, d(xm,xn) < E.11
p-adic valuation of the Cauchy sequence.In fact, this also says that thep-adic
valuation of any p-adic number isstill some power of p, just like it wasfor the
rational numbers.
There is an alternative representationfor these p-adic numbers. Theproof
of this representation is modifiedfrom one in Bachman [1].
Theorem 7. Any p-adic number a canbe represented uniquely as
a=
00
j=n
for some aj in {0,1,... ,p1}, with n such that Op(a)p'.
Proof: Let a E Qp. If a = 0,op(a) = 0.Otherwise, since Q is dense in
Qp, there is a Cauchy sequence{an} of elements in Q converging to a,such that
lima n = a. By the p-adicvaluation on p-adic numbers,p(a N) = 0(a) for some
N. Thus,
'p(Qp) = Op(Q){Pnin E Z}.
So, Op(a) = p' = cbp(pn)for some integer n.Thus, 0p(n) = 1.Let
b = -11n -.Since b E Qp, there is a sequence ckin Q which converges to b.So, for
some integer N >0,p(1)k) < 1 for k > N. So,
p(e N) = c6. p(1)(eNI))) 5 max{Op(b), p(c Nb)}= p(b) =1
and
p(b) = p(eN(bc N )) <max{Op(eN), cbp(beN)} =p(cN)
for some large value of N, sothat
Op(cN) = op(b) = 1
for large values of N, and c,: EQ.12
Let cN = d for some integers e and d, withboth e and d relatively prime to
P. (Notethat otherwise, cN has a power of p as afactor, and Op(cN)1.) So, d
and p are relatively prime. This means thatthere are integers x and y such that
xd + yp = 1, or xd 1(mod p).
Then
gSp(riex) op(e(1dx)
Op(T-)=C6P(-de )0P(YP)= OP(Y13) <T)1< 1.
Define an as ex, so that Op( b) < 1, or
or
Op(anPnbPn) < Cbp(Pn),
a = bp" = anp" +(b an)p" = anp" + g
for g = (ban)pn, where Op(g) < (tip(p"), sothat OW = Op(r) for some m > n.
This procedure can be continued, using g as a,in order to get, at stage k,
a = a,p" +an+ipn+1 ++ an+k-1Pn+k-1+ gk,
with ai EZ and cbp(ai) = 1 or ai = 0.Since (pn-1- k0 as kco, then this
sequence of sums converges to a, sothat
a=
j=n
ajp
Any ai can be written as pl for some 1. and this can be used toredistribute
the ai so that they are all in {0, 1 p1 }. This is unique, since this cannot
be redistributed. Q. E. D.
So, these p-adic numbers can betreated as infinite sums, or as a sequence
a = (an, an +I,...) of coefficients in {0, 1 p1 }. This form is useful, since13
it both determines the p-adicnumber uniquely, and can berepresented in a
computer more easily than can anequivalence class of Cauchy sequences.
The summation form of thesenumbers is very similar to the"summation"
form of the decimal expansionof a real number. In the caseof the real numbers,
using base-10 notation, theform is
00
aI10-j
j=n
which has negative exponentsinstead of positive exponents.Addition and mul-
tiplication on these p-adic numberswork in a way similar toarithmetic on the
decimal expansion of realnumbers: addition by adding thelowest term, carrying
to the right, and so on,and multiplication by shiftingand multiplying.
There are, in some sense,advantages to doing this in thep-adic form: there
is always a smallest, orleftmost, place to start in p-adicarithmetic, while in
real numbers, there mayhe no smallest place.Also, for p-adic numbers, this
representation is unique, whilefor the real number expansion,there are two
possible expansions for somenumbers, such as 1 = 0.9999 ...
In order to avoid confusion asto where the above sequenceof coefficients
starts, it cannot justbe written as (an, an-F17
lost. Instead, write anumber a as
), because the power n willbe
a = anan±ia-iaoaia2 ,
with the period indicatingthe 0 term, identifying whatthe value n is. If n > 0,
then add extra zero terms tothe front to get the period inthe correct location.
One important thing to notice.in order to do representnumbers, is that in
the p-adic metric,
1= lira 1 + pnErn (1p)(1p + p2 ++ pn-1),
n-00so that
1
14
2 3
( 1)
in the p-adic metric. So, giventhe expansion
we find that
a = 2 + 3p +p2 + 3p3 + p4 + ,
a2 ± 3p(1 + p2 +p4 + -.)+p2(1 + p2 + p4 +.)
----- 2 + (3p +p2)(1 + p2 + p4-) = 2 +
1p2
3p + p2
221+499 35 Thus, supposing that p = 7, So, 7-adically, 1-49 = 24
13= .231313131...
7)11
and, similarly, other fractions canbe found.
Since this notation is so similar tothe regular real-number notationof deci-
mal expansion, this can be usedin computers to help reducecomputational error.
This "decimal" expansion of ap-adic number can be truncatedin a way simi-
lar to that used for real-numberbinary expansions in computerrepresentations.
Arithmetic can be defined verysimilarly to the real-number case.This uses
about the same storage spaceand computational complexity,and it will result
in less error. To be usable,the computer must be able to"translate" between
p-adic numbers and real numbersin an efficient manner. Theseobstacles can be
overcome. Thep-adic valuation on the rationalswill result in a usable method
of containing error.15
FINITE SEGMENT P-ADICNUMBERS
As seen in the last section, anyp-adic number a can be written as aseries
00
a= jpJ
j=--n
However, for computing purposes,it is not possible to storeall of the infinitely
many coefficientsof this sum. Therefore,numbers will be stored in aform which
cuts off this sum at acertain point. So, theapproximation to a will bea,which
is defined as
ajp3
= 71
for some number rn.This is what is called afinite segment p-adic number.
P-adically, this is a goodapproximation, since
op(aa)= Op( a jp max{q p(a pi )}
j>rn
m +1
max{¢p(a j)¢p(pj )} =max{p -J}
j >m j>rn,ai
This approximation will bebetter if a larger in is chosen.
To identify this number,the notation
amam_i ...aoa-2.. an
will be used.This is backwards fromthe original decimal-likenotation used
before, but is used so thatthe parallels betweenarithmetic on these numbers and
arithmetic on decimal expansionsof real numbers are clearer.In fact, arithmetic
on this expansionis almost identical toarithmetic on expansions ofreal numbers.
To see how to add twoof these numbers together,look at the summation
notation. For twoapproximations a. and b.
171
a + b = j b I))\ (a + bP3
J = 1? J =n216
where n = n21. This sum may not be inthe standard form, sinceaj+bi
may be largerthan p 1. To fix that, it is necessaryto redistribute the terms.
For some integers dj and c, ajbi = djc p, so thatin redistributing, c gets
"bumped up" or "carried" to the nextterm in the sum. Thiscarrying is exactly
the same as the carrying donein real numbers. This is notsurprising, because our
approximation to the p-adic number canbe viewed as a base-p rationalnumber.
There is one slight difference,however. At the end of decimalarithmetic, there
is sometimes a carry which goesinto a place larger than onewhich was present
in the original number. Inthe p-adic approximation,that carry would go into
a pm+1 term,which is excluded from therepresentation, so that term is just
dropped.
Multiplication is also donenearly the same as multiplicationfor decimal
expansions. Again, this occursbecause the p-adic approximation canbe viewed
as a base prational number, and arithmeticis done the same way onboth
representations. However, just asbefore, any terms which are"too big" are just
dropped. For instance, whenmultiplying two numbers a andb, with largest term
pm, there is a possibilityof getting a p' term. Allthe terms from pm+lto p2m
are dropped.The result is stilla. goodapproximation, since p-adically,these
terms are very small.
Negation is defined differentlythan it is in the real number case.With real
numbers, you just change thesign of the number to getthe opposite of it.In
p-adic arithmetic, there is noneed for a sign change, sinceall numbers, including
negative ones, can be writtenin sum form. Given anumber a, define a as
where
a = (pari)pn (p(aj +1))p ,
jr---n+1
a = a -p.17
Thus, the first term a,(pan) = p, so the initial term is 0and a 1 gets
carried to the next term, and each termafter that is aj(p(ai + 1)) +1 =
ajpaj1 + 1 = p, so that the jth termof the sum is also 0, and a 1 still
gets carried to the next term.
Thus, a + a = 0, which means a isthe additive inverse of a. This number
can be found,in the same way, up to the ',nth termwithout much difficulty.
The result when the approximations areadded will be pm+1, which is close to 0
p-adically. Subtraction can then be defined asaddition using the additive inverse
of the second term.
Division can be done in a "longdivision" fashion.The procedure is as
follows:
1. Get the multiplicative inversemodulo p of the pn coefficient of thedivisor,
where n is the smallest integer wherethe IP coefficient is non-zero. Callit
b.
9. Get the lowest-term coefficientof the current partial remainder.(The partial
remainder is initially the dividend.)Call the coefficient ck at the kth step.
3. Find ak = b ck, reducedmodulo p. This is the coefficient ofthe kth-lowest
term in the quotient. (Thelowest term in the quotient willbe the pi',
where 77. is as above, and n is similarlydefined for the dividend.)
4. The new partial remainderis the old partial remainder, minus aktimes the
divisor.
5. Repeat this process untilthe partial divisor is zero.
See Gregory and Krishnanyurthy[3] for details on this process.
Of course, for the infinite-sump-adic number, this procedure will not neces-
sarily stop. But in the finite-segment case,where the p-adic number is approx-
imated to the pm term, theprocedure will stop when that coefficienthas been
reached. This will stop in a finite amountof time, so this division algorithm can18
be used in computer programs. Anylarger terms which would comefrom this
method are p-adically small.
These procedures will give a consistentsystem, but it may be unclearhow
this will reduce error. For instance,addition and multiplication are exactlythe
same as the real case,and if you look at the approximationformula, rational
numbers are expressed in exactlythe same form as they would be inthe base-
p system. Infact, with the approximation, it isthe largest terms (in absolute
value) which are being ignored. The answerlies in the differences between the
p-adic and the standard valuations.
As an example, recall that to 6places, the 7-adic representation of12 was 24
.231313. In the reversed notation,this would be 313132. The number 53923
(decimal for 313132 base 7) will alsohave this representation. These twonumbers
are very closep-adically, but are very far apart inthe real valuation. To see that
the numbers are close in the p-adicmetric, notice that
131294139 7611
53923 24 24
which has 7-adic valuation of7-6, a small number. So, closeness ofnumbers p-
adically tells us nothing about howclose the numbers are in the standard sense.
In fact, any two rational numberswhose difference has a large power of pin the
numerator, and no powerof p in the denominator, will be closep-adically. Since
the denominator can be any numberrelatively prime to p, the numbers that are
close in the p-adic sense make up a setwhich is dense in the standard sense.So,
there seems to be no way to determinewhich real number a p-adic approximation
is. Even if we know an estimate onthe number we're looking for, there arestill
infinitely many numbers p-adically nearthe estimate.
However, there is a method ofdetermining unique answers out of this sys-
tem. By restricting whichnumbers are used, a one-to-one mappingbetween the19
representable numbers and the p-adic approximations canbe found. The set of
representable numbers will be what is calledthe Farey fractions of order N, de-
notedFN,with the restriction that 2N2 + 1 <pm-El. This restriction can make
some computercomputations more exact.20
COMPUTER USE OF FINITE-SEGMENT2-ADIC NUMBERS
As seen, finite-segment p-adic arithmetic is verysimilar to decimal-expansion
real arithmetic, done in base p. So, inorder to get the best results out of built-in
computer arithmetic, which is donein base 2, the 2-adic numbers will givethe
best result, in terms of computationalcomplexity. However, as stated earlier, to
overcome the difficultiesin p-adic valuations, the set of possiblenumbers must
be restricted.
DEFINITION: The Farey fractions oforder N, or FN, is defined as2
FN =E Q : N}.
The usefulness of these Farey fractionswill be seen a little later.
The problem with the finite-segmentapproximation was that two largely
different numbers could be the same inthe approximation. To see why this
occurs, let a andb be two p-adic numbers with representationsthe same up to
some term rrt. Then
ab
3=n
0
a+ a .p1)
n1+1
m7 1
J =n
0
a.1 p
j =--m +1
0 0
kip))
J=m+i
(m+1).
This number is divisible bypm-El, or a b(mod 25'72+1). Thus, a finite segment
p-adic number is only determined up torational numbers divisible by p4+1. The
Farey fractions are useful for this reason:Let`-k,E FN be different, but with
2 The definition of the Farey fractions isslightly different in some sources; it
is sometimes defined as allrational numbers between 0 and 1 withdenominator
up to N.21
the same finite p-adic representation to the mth term.Then
a c
=
bd
From this comes that
(mod pm+1), and lal, lbl, lel, ldl 5_ N, c, d0.
adbc(mod prn+1), or adbe0(mod pm+1).
Since the two fractions were not equal, adbc0, so that adbc > pm+1.
Now, since gt; and d are Farey fractions of orderN, ladbcl < 2N2, so that
2N2 > pm+1.
To keep two Farey fractions in FN fromhaving the same approximation,
require that 2N2 < p"i+1or that 2N2 + 1 <pm+1. This requirement on N
means that for FN, allthe numbers will have unique p-adic approximations to
the mth place.
In the particular case where p = 2, this meansthat the Farey fractions of
order N have unique 2-adic approximations tothe mth place if 2N2 + 1 < 2172+1.
If all numbers in a computation areapproximated to the mth term 2-adically, and
the true answer is a Farey fraction of order N,then the answer will be exactly
correct, because each element of FN has one,and only one, approximation. There
will be absolutely no error on the result,since the unique Farey fraction with
that approximation can be found. Even ifintermediate results in the calculations
give p-adic numbers which cannotbe uniquely determined, when the final result
is found, it will be accurate.
Of course, if the final answer is not in theFarey fraction set, then the an-
swer will be incorrect.Sometimes, the answer will be the approximationof some
Farey fraction, but the true answer will notbe equal such a Farey fraction. In
that case, confusion can occur sincethe computer gives an answer to a problem,
and that answer is incorrect.In addition, there are many more possible rep-
resentations than there are Farey fractionsof order N, (There are pm possible22
representations, and less than N2 Fareyfractions, and 2N2 < pm) so an answer
which is not an appropriate Fareyfraction may not match up to anyFarey frac-
tion approximation. In this case, somemethod of finding an answer shouldbe
found. However, there are an infinitenumber of possibilities for the number,and
no way offinding which one is the correct answer.Perhaps the best solution
would be to give an error, statingthere is no solution, similar to computer errors
from dividing by zero.
For actual computer storage andcalculation, there are a few modifications
which must be made to theprocedure stated so far.For instance, every 2-
adic number has a smallest term,the nth term, which is sometimesnegative,
but is finite. However, this n canbe any integer. In order to store thisnumber
reasonably in a computer, floatingpoint notation is used. The numberis stored as
the first m non-zero places(called the mantissa), with an exponent,which would
store the value of n. This isroughly the same way that realnumber expansions
are storedwhen floating-point numbers areused on computers. The 2-adic case
will actually give a little more accuracythan the real-number case, since no
storage is needed for thesign of the number.Multiplication and division are
mostly unchanged; the mantissas aremultiplied (or divided), and the exponents
are added (orsubtracted).
Negation of numbers is also mostlyunchanged; just the mantissa isnegated.
However, addition must be slightlyaltered. When adding numbers, it mustbe
certain that the numbers areadded at the correct location.Thus, unless the
exponents are the same, oneof the mantissas must beshifted before addition
can take place.The end result has the exponentwhich is the smallest of the two
original exponents. The shiftingshould be done so that the highest partsof the
mantissa are lost, as they arethe smallest 2-adically.23
This addition result will sometimeshave a zero in the lowest place. Tradi-
tionally, this number would be shifted down(so as not to have such a zero), and
the exponent altered. However, ifthat is done, the mantissa will be accurate to
less than m places, and this loss of precision mustbe taken into account. Note
that this is the only possible form of errorwhich can occur in arithmetic with
these numbers. If the zeroes arekept, then no precision is lost, but thedivi-
sion algorithm will be slightly morecomplex, since it needs to start at thefirst
non-zero coefficient,which, if shifting, would always be in thelowest place in the
mantissa.
Most of the arithmetic operationsactually are quite easily done on a com-
puter, if the in is chosen tobe some common data size on the computer,such
as 16, 32 or 64.In the computer package I wrote, Iused a 32-bit size for the
mantissa. The mantissa. can (andshould) be stored as an integer, in which case
addition, multiplication and negationall turn out to be the same as the built-in
integer operations. The extra carries inaddition and multiplication are auto-
matically truncated in the integercomputation, and negation of the mantissais
exactly two's complement negation,which is the negation used in standard com-
puter integer arithmetic.These routines give computationalcomplexity compa-
rable to regular arithmetic, sincethe routines to do most of this are mostlythe
same.
The routine I used for addition wasthe non-shifting method, which stores
numbers with zeros in the last places.This keeps the accuracy without extra
storage for the precision.This also makes the division algorithm asdescribed
more complexthan otherwise. since the last bitisn't always a 1. However, the
division algorithm I used wasn't the onegiven. I used a method which was more
complex, but easier to code.Inversion (finding the multiplicativeinverse) was
defined first, and then division wasmultiplication by the inverse of the divisor.24
Inversion was done by negating the exponent, and,using the mantissa m, finding
the representation for the fraction1.This gives an inverse which is accurate to
n
the required number of places. However, sincethe conversion routines are not
very simple, the timeneeded to do this is too large. The above divisionalgorithm
should be used for time-intensive programming.
Converting to and from the 2-adic form was also necessary.Converting from
2-adic to rational form was not too difficult.Since all even denominators were
factored into the exponent, the program looks atall possible odd denominators
up to the bound N onthe Farey fractions, (For 32 bits, this number was46340)
starting with 1. If some numerator came outalso in the designated range, then
that Farey fraction was the answer. If nosuch fraction came out, the fraction
with the lowest numerator was given. This last answeris by no means necessarily
accurate, and better results may occurif an error message were given instead.
Converting to 2-adic form takes a little moreeffort.First, all powers of
two are factored out of the numeratorand denominator, and used to make the
exponent term. Then what is doneis a version of the division algorithm as
originally explained, which is made to work inparticular on two odd integers, as
opposed to two arbitrary 2-a.dic numbers.This procedure will give the correct
2-adic representation, since odd positivebinary integers are stored the same way
as their floating point2-adic counterparts. If the fraction isnegative, the result
is negated at the end.
2-adic arithmetic can be useful in eliminating error.In addition, this arith-
metic is done fairly easily on computers, sothat the computations will take about
the same amount of time as standardarithmetic. The storage space needed, com-
pared to other methods of finding exact answers,is low. While not helpful as a
way to reduce errorin real numbers, p-adic arithmetic isstill useful for reducing
error in computation.25
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The p-adic valuations, and in particularthe 2-adic valuation, can be used to
reduce error, if the answer will be a rationalnumber of a certain form. While this
is a limitation, there are some difficultproblems which can be solved using this
method. The Hilbert matrix, for instance,is a matrix which has rational entries,
and the usual methods of computationgive very poor answers. However, if done
2-adically, the exact answer comes out,using far less storage space than would
be necessary to get a close answer usingnormal computational approximation.
In general, 2 -odic arithmetic is usefulfor finding exact answers to matrix
problems, where the matrix has rationalentries. In such a problem, however,
it must be certain that the answerwill fall into the set of Farey fractions of
the correct order. In some problems,it may be possible to get an upper bound
on the size of the numeratorand denominator of the fractional answer.That
will determine the order of the set ofFarey fractions needed. Then, usingthe
order determined, decide how big the2-adic mantissa needs to be in order to be
accurate. This method will allow exact answersto any such problem, but the
precision of the 2-adic numbers must beable to be increased. Using computer
packages which allow integers of any size,this can be done. Setting an upper
bound on the size of the integers keepsthe size of the number from getting too
large, so that the amount of storage spaceneeded is not prohibitive.
If a problem gives a real numbersolution, there still can be hope. By using
rational approximations to the realnumbers, the above procedure of determining
how precise the 2 -odic numbers need tobe will work for the approximateproblem.
Then the only error in the answerwill come from the original approximation.
For instance,2+2is a. good approximation of 7 for manyorders of the Farey26
fractions. Using this estimate can give an answer which is accurate, with the
exception of the error in the approximation of 7. The error in 7r can accumulate,
but the answer is at least as good as the real number floating-point calculation.
In addition, standard arithmetic must use a denominator which is a power of
2. Denominators whic are not powers of 2 often give better approximations for
numbers like 7r. For instance, 22 is a much better approximation for 7r than
is. Using p-adic arithmetic can give improved results for real arithmetic since it
can handle different rational approximations.
Thus for many problems, particularly where exactness is important, the 2-
adic valuation gives a method which can give exact answers, or close to exact
answers, without a large amount of computational complexity or storage space.
This can be a great help in many applications of computers, particularly in
problems where a small change in the inputs to a calculation can give a large
variance in the output. The 2-adic valuation can be very useful in computing
answers to problems.27
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